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1

Executive Summary

This deliverable consists of a technical report of the final version of the Bloomen
Overall Architecture and investigates in depth the functional subcomponents and
modules of the Layers in order to enable their implementation and integration
through the use case scenarios and pilots.
This document provides detailed specifications for the Bloomen Framework and
Technical Architecture: The deliverable reflects the outcomes of different tasks of
WP2, WP3 and WP4. It includes a detailed specification of the Bloomen architecture
in terms of its functionalities, the technologies used/integrated (and their
capabilities), the blockchain based applications and developed utilities, as well as
their integration with state-of-the-art systems and tools. It defines the technical
architecture of the project, which serves as a basis for integrating the ICT-based
technical developments of the project in WP3, WP4 and WP5.
The document aims at presenting in-depth the technical details of each and every
functionality offered by the several modules that have been developed under the
framework of the architecture. For this purpose, we take a layer-based approach
where the functionalities of every module under each layer are given in detail. This
document describes the three Layers of the Bloomen Overall Architecture:
● the Application Layer
● the Middleware Layer
● the Blockchain Layer
This deliverable describes our final work related to the Bloomen Architecture as part
of Work Package 2. The details about the implementation and updates on the
different modules described in D2.3 are also provided, as well as a mapping of the
defined requirements with the architecture and technical implementations.
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2

Introduction

The purpose of this deliverable is to describe in detail the final validated
specification and architecture of the Bloomen project, as the major outcome of Task
2.3. The work presented here builds upon the initial version of the architecture,
documented in D2.3, which served as the main reference guide to feed, with the
appropriate specifications, the development of the Bloomen frameworks and
enablers.
The overall Bloomen architecture is properly designed in order to satisfy the project’s
general technical requirements, both functional and non-functional, which are
explained thoroughly in D2.2. As it is already defined in the first iteration of the
architecture, the latter consists of three distinct core layers, namely the Application,
the Middleware and the Blockchain Layer. In brief, the Application Layer (front-end)
enables human interaction between various user roles, such as CMOs, publishers,
photographers etc. in this case, and the Bloomen platform. The Blockchain Layer
(back-end) is responsible for incorporating blockchain technologies, such as smart
contracts, into the platform. Then, given the two layers mentioned above, the
Middleware one is in charge of the communication and connection between the
Application and the Blockchain Layer. Furthermore, on top of the three
aforementioned layers stands the Anonymous Personalization Module which
implements the logic of the Bloomen Blockchain Platform to protect user privacy
from unwilling public exposure or exploitation and to anonymize sensitive data when
necessary.
With respect to the initial version of the Bloomen architecture, all the modules have
been revised, some of them have been merged with others and also new ones have
been developed, in order to add extra functionalities where needed or appeared
during the project’s lifecycle. Moreover, a mapping between all the three use cases
and the architecture has been introduced, highlighting how that generic solution can
be instantiated by various examples in the media content domain. Although the
architecture is designed in a holistic approach, different modules are involved in the
development of the use cases, depending on the peculiarity of each one of them.
Finally, given that this document is being produced during Year 3 of the Bloomen
project, an initial evaluation report, regarding the fulfilment of the requirements per
architecture layer and per-module basis, is being provided.
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3

Bloomen Architecture
3.1 Overview

In Figure 1, the overall Bloomen Architecture is depicted. It consists of three core
Layers - the Application Layer, the Middleware Layer and the Blockchain Layer- and
the Anonymous Personalization Module. The different layers are presented focusing
on the latest implemented features and updates of Architecture from the previous
iteration of deliverable for T2.3, namely D2.3 and are the following:
● The Blockchain Layer comprises the modules which interact with the
blockchain/smart
contracts
and
communicate
with
the
middleware/applications. Several updates are presented in the Tokenization
module which allows us to implement a complete tokenomic click, in the
Smart Contracts deployed on blockchain and support different functionalities
and interactions and in functionality of the Distributed Apps, Assets and
Devices.
● The Middleware Layer contains all the modules that handle the requests
produced from the front end and transforms them in order to actuate them in
the back end. Several updates have been introduced to the modules of this
layer as well, such as: the Transaction Handler and the mechanisms of
communication with other Layers, the Media Handler supporting platforms
operations of storage, identification, handling and serving of user files and
finally the User Management of Blockchain Framework.
● The top layer, namely the Application Layer is responsible for the interfaces
and interactions with the users. The updates on Portals and ways a user can
interact with the platform are presented including the updates of Mobile
Wallet, an application for mobile devices that allows interaction with
distributed applications running on Blockchain.
● The Anonymous Personalization Module and the most recent
implementations for privacy preservation and identity management including
the development of smart contracts and integration with IPFS as an option for
decentralized storage.

Figure 1: The Final Bloomen Overall Architecture.
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3.2 Updates of Module Architecture and functionalities
3.2.1 Blockchain layer
Description: Blockchain Layer is the backend layer of the Bloomen architecture. One
of the main goals of Bloomen Project is the usage and implementation of blockchain
technologies. This Layer contains all the modules responsible for operating and
connecting the blockchain with the middleware and by extension with the
applications.

Figure 2: The “Blockchain Layer” on the Initial Bloomen Overall Architecture compared to its updates
as seen on the Final Bloomen Overall Architecture.

As far as the internal architecture of the layer is concerned, new modules were
established in order to facilitate new functionalities needed or produced in the
course of the project. The Tokenization module is the token mechanism, which
handles the resources of the users in order to purchase assets or perform specific
operations and requests (Asset rights claims). This module was established since
the first iteration and only functionality enhancements were made.
Transaction modules have been converted into the Smart Contracts module, which
enfolds all the smart contracts deployed from the various use cases and the token
handling required for the other modules (mainly tokenization). All the operations of
Consensus Module are handled by the smart contracts.
The Distributed Apps module contains smart contracts dedicated for storing the
configurations of the service providers. As for the information about the ownership
of the assets registered in the Bloomen, Assets & Devices module is responsible for
the storage and distribution.
Value: All the critical implementations that are needed in order to create a distributed
environment based on blockchain technology are carried out in this layer. This layer
was designed in order to work autonomously and be distributed. The modules
involved in this layer not only take care of the operational functions needed for the
system, but also contain important business intelligence modules that dictate the
way this distributed blockchain based system works. It is important to mention that
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all the modules of the Blockchain Layer are implemented in a working established
blockchain node inside the Alastria Quorum blockchain.
3.2.1.1

Tokenization module

Module Description and Updates
Description: The tokenization module offers a set of smart contracts that allow you
to implement a complete tokenomic click. The process begins with the creation of
asset-based tokens, their transfer through prepaid cards and their use (transfer)
when consuming different services.
Updates: This module is extensively documented in the document "D4.4 Bloomen
mobile clients - 2nd cycle" section 2.2 Smart Contracts, where the different
functional flows are described.
Module Architecture Image:

Figure 3: The Smart contract model

Interactions with other modules
Bloomen Wallet Manager module (cli tool).
3.2.1.2

Smart contracts

Module Description and Updates
Description: The "Smart Contracts" module is part of the "Blockchain Layer" and
consists of all the smart contracts submitted on the platform's blockchain.
Blockchain functionalities and operations are thoroughly described and
programmatically expressed here in smart contract code. The core business logic
and intelligence are principally specified in this part of the architecture where
blockchain transactions are exploited to a great extent in order to satisfy the
essential operations and services.
Updates: This module consists of core smart contracts that establish the basis of
the platform's blockchain functions. Mainly, with regard to functionalities applying
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and executing on the blockchain ledger as bytecode, the following smart contracts
exist:
● a smart contract for asset create, read, update and delete (CRUD) and other
operations; for instance, conflicted rights resolution in different music assets,
● a smart contract for user CRUD operations and other management processes;
for instance, token management,
● a smart contract for data handling and data type processing; for instance,
managing store and retrieval of different data types, such as bytes32, uint128,
address, bytes memory, and
● a smart contract for executing safe math operations on blockchain; for
instance, out of gas errors, stack too deep errors, zero length array, division
with zero or integer overflows or underflows.
Moreover, this module was migrated to the "Blockchain Layer" (the old one was
named "Smart Contract Manager" and positioned in the “Middleware Layer”) because
in the final version of the architecture the management of smart contracts is
distributed harmoniously in different architectural modules according to their
custom type of its exploitation. For instance, the "Tokenization" module uses
transaction automation through the "Smart Contracts" module.
Module Architecture Image

Figure 4: The “Smart Contracts” module Architecture Image and the sub-modules that it contains.

Interactions with other modules
Description of Interactions: The "Smart Contracts" module interacts with the
following architectural modules and their communication intent is described below :
● "Tokenization" module: this module mostly cooperates with the "Smart
Contract" module to borrow functionality of implemented methods and exploit
capabilities of the deployed contracts.
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● "Distributed Apps" module: this module utilizes entire contracts deployed on
the blockchain through the "Smart Contract" module; distributed applications
are constituted of more complex business intelligent code structures and
further smart contract handling from the "Smart Contract" module is needed.
● "Transaction Handler" module: the "Smart Contract" module interacts directly
with the "Middleware Layer" through the "Transactions Handler". Any
operation with enterprise logic that is described in the smart contracts above,
is being triggered to execute on the blockchain through a corresponding
"Transactions Handler" emitted event.
● "Anonymous Personalization" module: this module has submitted its smart
contracts on the blockchain and with every request they are being executed
on the ledger through the "Smart Contracts" module connection and
interaction.
Module Interaction Diagram:

Figure 5: The “Smart Contracts” module Interaction Diagram clarifies the interrelations with other
architectural modules.

3.2.1.3

Distributed Apps

Module Description and Updates
Description: A distributed Dpp is a smart contract that stores a configuration
provided by a service provider. The interaction with this DApp takes place through
the Bloomen Wallet.
Updates: This module is extensively documented in document "D4.4 Bloomen
mobile clients - 2nd cycle" section 2.2 Smart Contracts, where the different
functional flows are described.
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Module Architecture Image:

Figure 6: The “Distributed Apps” module Architecture Image as seen from the smart contract model
(Figure 3).

Interactions with other modules
Bloomen Wallet Manager module (cli tool).
3.2.1.4

Assets & Devices

Module Description and Updates
Description: The information related to the ownership of assets registered in
Bloomen is stored in the Smart Contracts of Assets and Devices.
Updates: This module is extensively documented in document "D4.4 Bloomen
mobile clients - 2nd cycle" section 2.2 Smart Contracts, where the different
functional flows are described.
Module Architecture Image:

Figure 7: The “Assets & Devices” module Architecture Image as seen from the Smart contract model
(Figure 3).

Interactions with other modules
Bloomen Wallet Manager module (cli tool).
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3.2.2 Middleware layer
Description: The Middleware Layer of Bloomen is in charge of the communication
and connection between the front end (Application Layer) and the back end
(Blockchain Layer). More specifically this layer contains all the modules that handle
the requests produced from the front end and transforms them in order to actuate
them in the back end.
As far as the internal architecture of this layer is concerned the changes that took
place were established in order to make more concrete and mature modules that
handle specific operations needed for the system. Account manager and Consumer
Handler (as depicted in D2.3 Figure 1 architecture document) are now one solid
component responsible for all the User Management operations.
For the operations of Upload Handler and the Data Orchestrator (as depicted in D2.3),
a new component, the Media Handler, was established.
In order to access the blockchain nodes and also deploy the smart contracts, the
Smart Contract Manager Module was introduced in the previous architecture. This
component was transformed into the Blockchain Framework, which contains all the
mechanisms in order to deploy the contracts with security, also creating a more
sustainable platform.
Transaction Handler is the connector between the blockchain and the Middleware
Layer, it contains all the drivers and protocols in order to communicate with the
blockchain. This component was only updated in the second iteration of the project
in order to facilitate new operations needed.
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Figure 8: The “Middleware Layer” on the Initial Bloomen Overall Architecture compared to its updates
as seen on the Final Bloomen Overall Architecture.

Value: The Middleware layer not only acts as a connector between Applications and
Blockchain, but also monitors and delivers the content that is needed for the
application (Music rights documents, photo metadata, etc.). Middleware also acts as
a filter which handles the requests. If the validity of the request and the user that
created that request were checked, then the request is pushed to the Transaction
Handler, ensuring also the security and maintainability of the platform.
3.2.2.1

Transactions Handler

Module Description and Updates
Description: The "Transaction Handler" module is part of the "Middleware Layer" and
consists of all the essential encapsulation mechanisms for continuous and total
interaction with all the modules of the "Blockchain Layer". It constitutes the last
module needed before connecting and interacting with the platform's blockchain.
This module comprises the fundamental integration between the "Middleware Layer"
and the "Blockchain Layer".
Updates: This integration module contains four different sub-modules, each one
assisting with the unification of its respective "Blockchain Layer" module:
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● the "Tokens" sub-module for encapsulating transactions relevant to user
tokens or balance additions or deductions; for instance, transferring token
when purchasing a product: customer balance is reduced and supplier
balance is increased accordingly to the case,
● the "Smart Contracts" sub-module for addressing and triggering the
corresponding smart contract of the "Smart Contracts" module; for instance,
when adding a new user to the system: a new smart contract trigger emerges
from "Blockchain Framework" of "Middleware Layer" and finally the respective
"Users Smart Contract" of the "Smart Contracts" module is initiated (see
3.2.1.2),
● the "Distributed Applications" sub-module for the continuous execution of a
DApp throughout the whole architecture; for instance, encapsulating two or
more DApp requests, such as save on blockchain storage and update user
information, thus, triggering the "Distributed Apps" module, and
● the "Assets & Devices" sub-module for delivering blockchain networked
appliances elegant management; for instance, simple connection with user
mobile wallet.
Module Architecture Image:

Figure 9: The “Transaction Handler” module Architecture Image and the sub-modules that it contains
in order to communicate directly with the corresponding modules of the “Blockchain Layer”.

Interactions with other modules
Description of Interactions: The "Transactions Handler" module interacts with the
following architectural components and their communication intent is described
below:
● "Blockchain Framework"; which collaborates with the "Transactions Handler"
module in order to properly deliver any blockchain-related operation to the
"Blockchain Layer". All three elements of this framework provide
complementary outputs that are encapsulated with the "Transactions
Handler" module procedures and are finally submitted on the next lower layer
(the "Blockchain Layer").
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● "Blockchain Layer": the "Transactions Handler" module interacts with the
whole layer and with each of its modules individually. Each interaction is
determined by the specific utilities of the layer’s modules:
o "Tokenization" module: essentially all balance or token transactions that
are approved or rejected within the "Blockchain Framework" individual
units and packaged in "Transactions Handler" module, are forwarded in the
"Tokenization" module.
o "Smart Contracts" module: any business intelligent operation emerging
from "Blockchain Framework" units passes through the "Transactions
Handler" module and triggers execution of the module’s smart contracts
(see 3.2.1.2).
o "Distributed Apps" module: in analogous way with the module above
("Smart Contracts"), and with more operational complexity, interactions
with "Distributed Apps" module occur.
o "Assets & Devices" module: communication here interprets as the
"Transactions Handler" module being able to interact with low-level
programming that is necessary to cooperate with wallets on mobile
phones and similar cases.
Module Interaction Diagram:

Figure 10: The “Transaction Handler” module Interaction Diagram clarifies the interrelations with other
architectural modules.

3.2.2.2

Media Handler

Module Description and Updates
Description: The “Media Handler” module is part of the “Middleware Layer” and
consists of all the mechanisms for storing, handling and serving the binary files
needed by the platform. The “Media Handler” is a link between the data storage, the
metadata of the data that is stored in the database and the way the individual media
files are identified in the blockchain.
Updates: The “Media Handler” module is the part of the platform that links together
functionality from the other modules to be able to store, identify, handle and serve
any and all user files, photos for the news use case, audio files for the music use
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case and videos for the WebTV use case. At this point in time, only photos are
supported but the functionality can easily be extended to the other use cases as well.
When an upload is requested the “Media Handler” receives the file, extracts any
useful metadata either provided by the user or the file itself. The metadata is stored
in the platform database and the file is uploaded to an Amazon S3 cloud storage.
Then a unique identifier is created and stored in the blockchain to mark the
transaction, whatever this might be.
When a user requests to view or download a file, his identity is checked by the
module and the file data is returned, if the user has permission to consume said file,
or an exception is thrown if the user is unauthorized to consume the requested
asset.
Interactions with other modules
The “Media Handler” interacts with
● The “Blockchain Framework” module
● The “User Management” module
Once the media is uploaded, the metadata are saved in the database, then its unique
identifier is stored through the “Blockchain Framework” to the blockchain for future
cross-checking in case of any kind of dispute.
Also, since the “Media Handler” module is responsible for serving the files
themselves, it is required to check if any request is authorized for that specific file,
so it needs to interact with the “User Management” module as well.
3.2.2.3

User Management Module

Module Description and Updates
Description: The user management module is a component responsible for
managing the user accounts of the Bloomen Platform and handling the media
content purchases of the users. As far as the management of the users, this module
handles the hierarchy as well as the rules in which the different types of users can
interact with the platform. Handling the purchases is an operation which requires
handling the resources of the users in a safe and secure way. The user management
module is also responsible for keeping records on the user resources and approving
or dismissing different operations, depending on these resources. All the stored
information that is needed for the managing of the accounts and also the resources
of the users are stored in the smart contracts of the Blockchain Layer.
Updates: This component is derived from combining the Account Manager and
Consumer Handler functionalities in order to create a solid, more efficient module
that contains both functionalities of the previously mentioned modules.
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Apart from the establishment of this new module, the functionalities of the previous
modules were enhanced, in order to facilitate new types of users as well as to handle
the cost of the operations performed by these users in the context of the use cases.
Interactions with other modules
The User management component belongs to the middleware layer and for this
reason, it is connected with the front end modules (Bloomen UI) using the
Blockchain API and backend layer using the framework and the transaction handler.
When a user creates a request for accessing the platform this request is sent
through the API to the user management module, which inspects the validity of the
request. If everything is in order, it then accesses the blockchain to retrieve the data
needed in order to perform the operation through the dedicated modules for
connecting with the blockchain and the smart contracts.

Figure 11: The “User Management” module Interaction Diagram clarifies the interrelations with other
architectural modules.

3.2.2.4

Blockchain Framework

Module Description and Updates
Description: The component aims to offer a secure and sustainable platform for
access to the node or nodes that belong to the network. This software offers the
functionality of limiting access to the blockchain network and avoiding open access
that would allow denial of service attacks affecting the operation of the entire
network.
Updates: This module is extensively documented in document "D3.3 Blockchain
transactions and payment basic services - 3rd cycle" section DEMO 2 - Bloomen
developer portal, where the different functional flows are described.
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Figure 12: Domain View.

Figure 13: Typical Interaction.

3.2.3 Bloomen REST API
Module Description and Updates
Description: The Bloomen REST API provides RESTful services that are responsible
for the efficient integration of the Application Layer with the Middleware Layer. This
REST API makes available to the Application Layer all Middleware Layer
functionalities providing the Bloomen Blockchain Platform end-users a smooth UX
experience. Technologies such as NestJS and NodeJs with ExpressJS were used for
the construction of this module.
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The REST API is unified for all pilots with a purpose to provide access to the more
complex functionalities of the Middleware and the Blockchain layer to the end
users.As it is implied, the API depends mostly on the blockchain platform. The REST
API is the point that all pilots are connected to to get access to the blockchain,
except if in some cases direct access is used via third party libraries such as
Web3.js etc.
Updates: Latest updates to the REST API module are the endpoints used by the
music use case to handle sound assets. Specifically ways to import, create, read,
update and delete sound recordings and music tracks through the REST API.
Functionalities directly linked with the blockchain framework were also recently
added, such as get wallet balance and send funds through the REST API.
This module is extensively described in document D4.2 - Bloomen Web platform and
service end-points - 2nd cycle.
Interactions with other modules
The REST API mainly interacts with the middleware layer, to provide a unified way of
consuming and sending information to said layer. Other than that, in some cases it
interacts directly with the blockchain framework layer. One example of this is when a
user wants to send funds through the API, or get their wallet balance through the
API.
3.2.4 Application Layer
Description: The "Application Layer" is the top layer of the Final Bloomen
Architecture and maintains the core modules that accomplish the human interaction
with the platform. The "Bloomen UX/UI Portal" and the "Bloomen Wallet Manager"
constitute the whole layer and comprise the dual necessity of operations as
described thoroughly in their respective sections below (see 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2).
Past sub-modules named "UX / UI Bloomen Portal", "UI Consumer View", "UI Supplier
View" and "UI KYC View" are now merged in the "Bloomen UX/UI Portal" and the
"Bloomen Wallet Manager" is newly created in this final version. In the figures below,
the module updates can be tracked.

a.
b.
Figure 14: The (a.) “Application Layer” on the Initial Bloomen Overall Architecture compared to its
updates as seen on (b.), the Final Bloomen Overall Architecture.
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Value: The focus on the elegantly delivered user experience services through this
layer established its special necessity as a layer on the whole architecture. Through
the different roles involved in the project, users are capable of joining the distributed
applications and submit blockchain transactions in the context of each of the
project’s dissimilar use cases. Extended detail elaboration of these functionalities is
accomplished on the following module sections.
3.2.4.1

Bloomen UX/UI Portal

Module Description and Updates
Description: The “UI/UX Portal” module is part of the frontend part of the platform
that provides the main interface for the users to interact with the different pilots. The
“UI/UX Portal” is the link between the user and the more sophisticated modules of
the platform that reside in the Middleware Layer and the blockchain itself.
Updates: The purpose of the “UI/UX Portal” is to provide an easy way for the users to
use all the complex functionality of the pilots as well as to provide a platform where
all pilots coexist so that the user has a unified experience for all the use cases.
Interactions with other modules:
The “Bloomen UX/UI Portal” interacts with
● The Middleware
● The Blockchain RPC API

Figure 15: The “Bloomen UX/UI Portal”.
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KENDRAIO APP
In the context of the Bloomen UX/UI Portal, a UI dedicated for the bulk uploading of
data was established.
Module Description and Updates
Description: Kendraio App is used by the Music use case for bulk uploading data,
provided by CMOs, into the Bloomen API. This CMO data is then used by the
Bloomen Music App via the Bloomen API.
Updates: This module is extensively described in document "D3.9 Copyright
management, preservation and monitoring - 3rd cycle".
Interactions with other modules
Bloomen API: Kendraio App is used as an Admin user interface for a limit set of the
Bloomen API functions, namely: uploading CMO data sets into the Bloomen API.
3.2.4.2

Bloomen Wallet Manager

Module Description and Updates
Description: The solution consists of an application for mobile devices that allows
interaction with distributed applications that are hosted in the Blockchain. A
distributed application (DApp) is basically a contract or a set of contracts that
operate autonomously within the BC without needing an external system
(middleware or similar). The distributed nature of this technology allows us to
access functionalities/services offered by DApps from any node of the blockchain
without having a single point of interaction as in traditional systems.
Updates: This module is extensively documented in document "D4.4 Bloomen
mobile clients - 2nd cycle", where the different functional flows are described.
Interactions with other modules
● Tokenization module
● Distributed Apps
3.2.5 Anonymous Personalization Module
Module Description and Updates
Description: The Anonymous Personalization Module contains all the related
services for the privacy preserving techniques and identity management over the
Bloomen blockchain platform. The prototype includes a decentralized schema with
precise architectural specifications and smart contract implementations that
enables user privacy protection on enterprise permissioned blockchains, exploiting
Know Your Customer (KYC) policies and standardization.
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Updates: With respect to the previous version of the module, a new blockchain
solution was incorporated, instead of HyperLedger. More specifically, for the final
implementation of the component, Quorum was adopted, an open source blockchain
platform that combines the innovation of the public Ethereum community with
enhancements to support enterprise needs. Following that, the anonymous
personalization module is being deployed on the Bloomen Quorum network in the
Alastria blockchain ecosystem. Furthermore, the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is
being used for storing the users’ sensitive information that needs to remain offchain.
Module Architecture Image:

Figure 16: The “Anonymous Personalization” module.

Interactions with other modules
The Anonymous Personalization Module interacts with all the three layers of the
Bloomen Architecture, as follows:
● Application Layer: according to the module’s architecture depicted in the
above figure, the user of the Bloomen platform submits their KYC personal
documentation through the dedicated user interface called “KYC UI”, which is
part of the Bloomen UX/UI Portal
● Middleware Layer: the module communicates with the Transaction Handler in
order to connect and interact with the Bloomen blockchain platform
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● Blockchain Layer: the module has submitted its public and private smart
contract on the blockchain and with every request these are being executed
on the ledger through the Smart Contracts module connection and interaction.
Component API
The “Component API” respective tables can be found in the Annex.
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4

Bloomen Architecture and Use Case Traceability

In order to better understand how the components of Bloomen are used and how
they affect the use cases, a mapping between them was produced. More specifically,
in the architecture image that was introduced in section 3 the components that are
used in every use case are highlighted in green colour. In this way, tracing which
components are used in all of the three use cases becomes easier, highlighting also
the importance of crucial components that are used in all the use cases.
4.1 Music Use Case
Description of the use case:
Challenges in the music sector largely relate to inefficient systems for the
distribution of royalties. The Bloomen Music App aims to support a better music
ecosystem, making it fairer, more transparent and efficient. This use case achieved a
number of benefits, specifically for copyright claims management, by migrating
existing database solutions to a blockchain-based system.
Bloomen Music is structured around a music rights management platform that
leverages the properties of blockchain technologies to help build a global database
of copyright information that can be used by Collective Management Organisations
(CMOs) to distribute royalties in a faster, more transparent and more efficient way.
Whilst digital transformation has increased music consumption, distribution of
royalties is still slow, expensive, inaccurate, inconsistent, incomplete and opaque,
being the main inefficient bottleneck of the music industry. Some audits report that
around 25% of royalties are not paid to artists and creators, who, when they do get
paid, receive only 10% of the initial amount. Part of the 90% overhead is due to the
lack of intelligent solutions for copyright management.
Bloomen has developed the Decentralized Rights Management app, an innovative
solution that leverages the properties of blockchain technologies to overcome one of
the biggest pain points of the music value chain: the management of copyright data.
Any rightsholder of a musical composition or a master recording is able to register
their claims and dispute elegantly with other interested parties any conflict that may
arise, instantly sharing the information in a secure, traceable and auditable platform
that can be plugged in Collective Management Organisations’ (CMOs) royalty
distribution systems.
The Decentralized Rights Management app provides a solution that streamlines the
whole process, from the declaration of ownership of rights to the instant distribution
of up-to-date information to all stakeholders, including a mechanism to resolve claim
conflicts between registered interested parties on a blockchain-powered platform
that brings unprecedented improvements to current systems:
● Transparency: any interested party can be part of the system and check the
status of their assets.
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● Trust: nobody can tamper with the statements.
● Traceability: ability to check the claims an asset has received over time.
● Decentralisation: no single entity owns the database; crowd-sourced
contribution.
● Conflict resolution: confluence in a single view of aggregated assets that
allows conflict detection at early stages.
● Efficiency: disintermediation in an interoperable solution that shares the
information across all stakeholders and integrates with their back offices.
Use case users and their role in Bloomen:
We have defined 2 different types of users depending on their role when interacting
with the system:
Collective Management Organization users:
● These have administration powers and they can create members (their
affiliates) and accept or reject the admin users of such members.
● They can set which is the repertoire that their members can work with in the
app.
● They can assign credit to each member to operate
● Stakeholders that belong to this category:
o Collective Management Organisations (Authors’ Rights, Neighbouring
Rights):
 Act as gatekeepers, identifying their affiliates
 Use the data in the blockchain to manage the rights of their affiliates
 They manage the royalty distribution generated by the use of the
musical assets, so they need a complete repository of correct
rightsholder information for the assets they are controlling in the most
cost-effective way.
Member users:
● Those are users that belong to a member of the CMO
● They can register right claims
● They can update their right claims in order to resolve right disputes
● Some member users can have admin powers within their domain, so they can
accept or reject new users acting on their behalf.
● Stakeholders that belong to this category:
o Creators:
 Composers, authors, Arrangers, adaptors… of a musical work
 Interested parties of a musical work
 Affiliated to a participant Authors’ Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
correct rightsholder information
o Publishers:
 Original publishers, sub-publishers, administrators… of a musical work
 Interested parties of a musical work
 Affiliated to a participant Authors’ Rights CMO
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They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
correct rightsholder information
o Performers:
 Contributors in the sound recording of a musical work
 Interested parties of a sound recording
 Affiliated to a participating Neighbouring Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
correct rightsholder information
o Producers:
 Owners or licensees of a sound recording
 Interested parties of a sound recording
 Affiliated to a participant Neighbouring Rights CMO
 They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
correct rightsholder information


Figure 17: Music Use Case user roles.

Architectural Traceability
This section is dedicated for tracing all the components in the Bloomen Architecture
that are required by every use case for completing all their essential operations. The
image below depicts the Bloomen Architecture while all the modules that are used in
the Music Use Case are highlighted in green colour.
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Figure 18: Music Use Case Module Architectural Traceability.

In order to access all the functionalities needed, the Music Use Case users
(Members and CMOs) interact with the system through the Bloomen UX/UI Portal.
This module allows three fundamental capabilities for the specific use case:
management of the different members that are registered in the platform, claiming
of music rights for a specific music asset and resolving asset rights that conflict
each other. The Bloomen UX/UI Portal is connected to the Blockchain RPC API in
order to access the back-end services of Bloomen. This API properly serves the
important capabilities mentioned above by providing the relevant data from inside
the system in order for the Bloomen UX/UI Portal to deliver it in its user-friendly
environment. Through the Blockchain RPC API, the member users access the Media
Handler module in order to retrieve music assets information and update or claim
new rights for a music asset; also, CMOs access the User Management module to
regulate data of the registered members they are managing. Both Media Handler and
User Management modules are directly linked to the Blockchain Framework module
that, in cooperation with the Transactions Handler module, retrieves all the requested
information that is stored in the Blockchain Layer. All users claims for music assets
rights, member and CMO users’ enterprise-focused submitted data and member
users’ rights to claim a specific music assets dataset constitute the core information
that is stored in the platform’s blockchain ledger and retrieved through the modules
Blockchain Framework and Transactions Handler. The latter triggers the
corresponding smart contracts of Smart Contracts module (see 3.2.1.2) or submits
the requested transactions in the Tokenization module. Both Blockchain Layer
modules are executing the smart contracts bytecode and transactions on-chain and
report back the Middleware Layer through the Transaction Handler module; at this
point the Music Use Case architectural traceability is completed.
4.2 News Use Case
Description of the use case:
While the number of visuals required by news organisations is rapidly increasing,
underlying systems for image acquisition remain largely unchanged. The Bloomen
Photo App enables a more direct, fair and efficient approach to acquiring specific
news photos from external photographers and deals with related rights
management. The use case aims to improve visual news journalism and to simplify
acquisition processes.
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The News Use Case from DW focuses on how to buy and sell photos for use by
newsrooms. The demonstrator tool “Bloomen Photo” enables photo sourcing on the
basis of an adapted workflow developed in close exchange with DW’s photo editors.
The use case is managed by DW as business partner and ATC technical partner, in
charge of developing the demonstrator. The overall scope of the use case is
described as follows: “An acquisition and management tool for news picture content
that aims to improve visual journalism and collaboration with external picture
contributors”.
The big difference in relation to existing photo platforms is: Bloomen Photo is a
blockchain-enabled platform to exchange photos, including features like
identification, photo licenses, project contracts as well as metadata, copyrights and
photo sales enabled through smart contracts. The application is designed for a
simple and effective exchange of photos. The current focus is on photos, but the
model could later be extended to include short video or audio segments. The
application provides a payment function, again based on blockchain features. This
combines into a “package” of features, which are not available in the traditional
photo sourcing process, hence complementing or answering the needs of
newsrooms with an integrated, multi-step workflow.
Key customers for Bloomen Photo are photo editors, of either public service or
commercial media companies. The customer group with the biggest demand are
photo editors looking for specific pictures they cannot easily obtain through the wire
services or from stock photo platforms.
The most important benefits of Bloomen Photo for customers (media companies)
are two main aspects: On the one hand recording of transactions for photos
including metadata is a trustable long-term storage approach for such data. On the
other hand Blockchain features enable the application to allow quick and easy
assignments as well as “smart” contracting with photographers, including respective
payments. This is done through task assignments, photographer verification,
automatic license recording and integrated payment options. These key elements of
photo assignment and contracting are integrated into one tool and platform,
alongside reliable, long term licensing with respective records in the Blockchain.
The interface of the Bloomen Photo application has two sides: one for external
Photographers with 17 functions around the workflow of uploading, annotating and
selling photos, the other for Publishers (Photo Editors) with about 19 functions
related to browsing, selecting and buying photos, including those matching a given
assignment. Both user groups can manage their account and payments.
As a result of close cooperation between ATC as technical partner and DW as user
partner, the functionalities of the Bloomen Photo demonstrator were considerably
extended during 2019 and early 2020.
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Use case users and their role in Bloomen:
UML Diagram
User Role = Publisher
User Role = Photographer

Figure 19: News Use Case user roles.

Architectural Traceability

Figure 20: News Use Case Module Architectural Traceability.

Workflow
Photographer
The user logs in to the application (Bloomen UX/UI Portal and User Management
module). He is redirected to his home page, where he can upload one or many
photographs to sell through the Media Handler module. After uploading, the Media
Handler module passes the photos through the Blockchain Framework, Transaction
Handler which leads to a blockchain transaction through the Smart Contract.
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Publisher
The user logs in to the application (Bloomen UX/UI Portal and User Management
module). He is redirected to his home page where he can view available and already
purchased photos using the Media Handler and User Management modules. After the
user decides to purchase a photograph, the Media Handler module creates a new
transaction in the blockchain through the Blockchain Framework and Transaction
Handler, and through the Smart Contract and Token Contract, tokens and rights are
given to the users of the transaction according to their role in it.
Publisher users can also choose to assign specific tasks to specific photographers
through the User Management module to get the available photographers for the
task. The rest of the assignment workflow more or less follows the steps described
above.
4.3 WebTV Use Case
Description of the use case:
Smaller broadcasters with Over-The-Top (OTT) media services face several
challenges, such as acquiring copyrighted materials, expensive VOD systems, GDPR
challenges or high transaction costs. The Bloomen WebTV App aims to overcome
these problems by developing a decentralised OTT Media System, with benefits
relating to security, privacy and monetisation. The use case enables film producers
to distribute directly to consumers and achieve automated compensation for all
participating stakeholders.
Use case users and their role in Bloomen:
In terms of the WebTV Use case, the following types of users have interactions with
the systems produced by the Bloomen consortium:
● Copyright owner
● WebTV Provider
● End-user
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Figure 21: WebTV Use Case user roles.

Architectural Traceability

Figure 22: WebTV Use Case Module Architectural Traceability.

4.4 Similarities and differences of the three use cases
This document presents the Final Bloomen Architecture in a holistic approach. The
dissimilar use cases are utilizing the different modules that are used in the
architectural structure. These modules are collaborating and synchronizing in order
to deliver a complete and integrated schema for the project.
As analyzed above, each of the three use cases’ module exploitation happens to
include some modules and exclude others while the unification of all comprises the
whole Final Bloomen Architecture. In particular regarding the “Application Layer”, the
“Music Use Case” uses the “Bloomen UX/UI Portal” module which is also used by the
“News Use Case”, whereas the “WebTV Use Case” utilizes the “Bloomen Wallet
Manager” module only. In a similar manner, the different architectural modules are
used by the use cases throughout the whole architecture and it is shown in the
“Architectural Traceability” figures above which are replicated below for consistency
purposes:
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Figure 23: Music Use Case Module Architectural Traceability.

Figure 24: News Use Case Module Architectural Traceability.

Figure 25: WebTV Use Case Module Architectural Traceability.
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5

Bloomen Modules and Requirements Mapping

In the same manner as the use cases, the requirements of the Bloomen should be
mapped to the components that fulfil them. The requirements traceability matrix
contains the requirements ID and small description in order to identify for which
requirement the table is referring to, the modules that are involved in order to fulfil
the requirement and finally the fulfilment status of the requirements. The complete
specification of the Bloomen requirements can be found in the D2.2 Bloomen
Requirement analysis.
Requirement ID

Module that fulfils

Fulfilment status

GTR_1 : Blockchain Administrator
Login

● Smart Contracts
● User Management

Fulfilled

GTR_2 : Blockchain Administrator
Creates Smart Contracts

● Media Handler
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_3 : Blockchain Administrator
Deploys Smart Contracts

●
●
●
●

Smart Contracts
Media Handler
User Management
Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_4 : Blockchain Administrator
Issues Certificates

● Smart Contracts
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework
● Anonymous
Personalization

Fulfilled

GTR_5 : Blockchain Administrator
Grants Permissions

● Smart Contracts
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework
● Anonymous
Personalization

Fulfilled
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GTR_6 : Blockchain Administrator
CRUD

● User Management
● Media Handler
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_7 : Blockchain Administrator
Right Protection

● Media Handler
● User Management
● Anonymous
Personalization

Fulfilled

GTR_8 : Privacy by design Logic

● Smart Contracts
● User Management
● Anonymous
Personalization

Fulfilled

GTR_9 : Privacy by design Data
Anonymization

● Smart Contracts
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_10 : Privacy by design Data
Separation

● Media Handler
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_11 : Privacy by design Data
Storage

● Media Handler
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_12 : Privacy by design Data
Sharing and Processing

●
●
●
●

Smart Contracts
Media Handler
User Management
Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_13 : Privacy by design
Blockchain Timestamping

● Smart Contracts
● Transactions
handler

Fulfilled
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GTR_14 : Smart Contract Support

● Smart Contracts
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_15 : User Digital Wallet

● Smart Contracts
● User Management
● Blockchain
Framework

Fulfilled

GTR_16 : Anonymous
Personalization

● Smart Contracts
● User Management
● Transactions
handler
● Blockchain
Framework
● Anonymous
Personalization

Fulfilled

GTR_17 : Incentive Consensus
Algorithm

● Tokenization

Fulfilled
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6

Conclusion

This deliverable is the final outcome of the task T2.3 and describes the Bloomen
overall architecture. The implemented architecture consists of three main layers: the
Application Layer, the Middleware Layer and the Blockchain Layer. A detailed
presentation of the modules of each layer is provided, as well as their interactions.
The architecture of the deliverable is a simple approach which displays how media
industry architecture could integrate with blockchain transactions and smart
contracts. The utilization of the modules of the presented architecture in the
different use cases is provided in a specific section to highlight the traceability of the
modules. Finally, the mapping of the requirements specified in T2.2 with the
functionalities of Bloomen Architectures modules is provided using a layer-based
approach.
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Annex

Name of the method: CreateKYCMember

Description/Usage

When a new member is approved by the system, the KYC info
must be stored in a structure inside the smart contract. This
method is responsible for creating a new record with the KYC
info of a new member (public KYC smart contract)

Input

Parameters
● {_KYCMemberAdress} | User account address |
Type: address
● {_time} | Renewed expiration date | Type: uint256
● {_approveEntrity} | Entity that approved the
member | Type: string
● {_AdminAccount} | Admin account private key |
Type: bytes32

Output/Response

Body
● "KYC_Member_Added!" | Type: string
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Name of the method: KYCMemberUpdate

Description/Usage

KYC approval of an account needs to be updated when the
approved period has passed, and also there are cases in
which an approved member needs to be banned due to
malicious activities. This method is responsible for
updating the KYC information stored in the blockchain
(public KYC smart contract)

Input

Parameters
● {_MemberAddr} | User account address | Type:
address
● {_time} | Renewed expiration date | Type: uint256
● {_approveEntrity} | Entity that approved the
member | Type: string
● {_AdminAccount} | Admin account private key |
Type: bytes32

Output/Response

Body
● "KYC_Member_Updated!" | Type: string
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Name of the method: GetKYCMemberApproval

Description/Usage

This method is responsible for delivering basic KYC
information upon request. All data returned from this
method do not contain any sensitive information about the
user, but only those fields that are needed to identify the
user and the time period this member is approved for
(public KYC smart contract)

Input

Parameters
● {_MemberAddr} | User account address | Type:
address

Output/Response

Body
● {currentMemberEntity} | Entity that approved the
member | Type: string
● {currentMemberTime} | Expiration date of the KYC
approval | Type: uint256
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Name of the method: registerKYCRequest

Description/Usage

When the KYC documents are successfully stored in the
IPFS, this method is called to store the Content Identifier
(CID) of the folder that contains all those documents, in
order to make them discoverable and accessible to the
admin users (private KYC smart contract)

Input

Parameters
● {_address} | User account address | Type: address
● {_ipfs} | The CID of the folder containing the KYC
documents stored in IPFS | Type: string

Output/Response

Body
● "KYC Request Added!!!" | Type: string
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Name of the method: getPendingKYCRequest

Description/Usage

This method is responsible for returning the CID of the
folder containing the KYC documents stored in IPFS
(private KYC smart contract)

Input

Parameters
● {_address} | User account address | Type: address

Output/Response

Body
● {MemberAddr} | User account address | Type:
address
● {IPFS_CID}| The corresponding CID of the folder
containing the KYC documents stored in IPFS |
Type: string
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Name of the method: storeKYCInfo

Description/Usage

When all the processes in order to approve the request of a
new KYC member are done, this method is called to store
the KYC information of the approved user and also
eliminates the specific member from the pending request
list (private KYC smart contract)

Input

Parameters
● {_address} | User account address | Type: address
● {_ipfs} | The CID of the folder containing the KYC
documents stored in IPFS | Type: string

Output/Response

Body
● "KYC Member Registered" | Type: string
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